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                    Abstract
According to a widespread but implicit thesis in Bayesian confirmation theory, two confirmation measures are considered equivalent if they are ordinally equivalent—call this the “ordinal equivalence thesis” (OET). I argue that adopting OET has significant costs. First, adopting OET renders one incapable of determining whether a piece of evidence substantially favors one hypothesis over another. Second, OET must be rejected if merely ordinal conclusions are to be drawn from the expected value of a confirmation measure. Furthermore, several arguments and applications of confirmation measures given in the literature already rely on a rejection of OET. I also contrast OET with stronger equivalence theses and show that they do not have the same costs as OET. On the other hand, adopting a thesis stronger than OET has costs of its own, since a rejection of OET ostensibly implies that people’s epistemic states have a very fine-grained quantitative structure. However, I suggest that the normative upshot of the paper in fact has a conditional form, and that other Bayesian norms can also fruitfully be construed as having a similar conditional form.
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                    Notes
	From now on I will suppress mention of the background theory.


	Equivalently, if and only if \(Pr(H|E) > Pr(H|\lnot {E})\) or if and only if \(Pr(E|H) > Pr(E|\lnot {H})\). Disconfirmation and absence of confirmation (neutrality) can be defined analogously.


	Of course, \(Pr_K\) is assumed to be a probability distribution defined on a Boolean algebra of propositions that includes both H and E.


	It is not customary to specify the base of the logarithm.


	This measure is also sometimes called the ”Joyce–Christensen measure,” after Joyce (1999) and Christensen (1999).


	Example: \(Pr(H) = 0.1\), \(Pr(H|E) = 0.9\), \(Pr(H') = 0.01\), \(Pr(H'|E) = 0.5\). Here H is better confirmed than \(H'\) according to d, but \(H'\) is better confirmed than H according to r.


	Interestingly, the standard measures do correlate fairly well (Tentori et al. 2007).


	Numerous conversations I have had with philosophers who work on Bayesian confirmation theory have convinced me that it is standard for philosophers to regard ordinally equivalent measures as interchangeable in general.


	Note: the likelihood ratio is not a Bayesian measure of confirmation. Rather, it is a direct measure of the evidential support that one hypothesis enjoys vis-a-vis another one. As Fitelson (2007) points out, the standard Bayesian confirmation measure that agrees with using the likelihood ratio to compare the relative support of two hypotheses is the ratio measure. Thus, implicitly, Royall is setting thresholds for interpreting quantities of the form \(\frac{r(H, E)}{r(H', E)}\).


	There are several conditions we could put on D. For example, one reasonable requirement is that confirmation measures scores can be arbitrarily close to each other according to D.


	The proof that only linear functions obey (1) is trivial and omitted.


	Here is a simple counter-example. Suppose we have the following probabilities: \(p(H_1) = 0.5\), \(p(H_1|E) = 0.6\), \(p(H_1|\lnot {E})=0.2\), \(p(E) = 0.625\), \(p(H_2) = 0.4\), \(p(H_2|E)=0.2\), \(p(H_2|\lnot {E}) = 0.7333\). As can be verified, we have: \(\mathrm {E}{[d(H_1, E)]} = 0 = \mathrm {E}{[d(H_2, E)]}\). However, \(\mathrm {E}{[d(H_1, E)^3]} < \mathrm {E}{[d(H_2, E)^3]}\). Note that this example assumes that \(H_1\) and \(H_2\) are not exhaustive hypotheses; i.e., there must be at least one other hypothesis, \(H_3\), etc. in the partition of hypotheses.


	Indeed, under several reasonable conditions, the class of linear functions is the only class that satisfies (6).


	I thank a referee for helpful comments on this paragraph.


	Which, of course, is not the only solution. See Rinard (2014) for instance.


	For examples of other applications, see Good (1985).


	Numerical examples are easy to come up with, but tedious. Note also that if there are many hypotheses, then at least some of the probabilities must be small.


	In particular, if the hypothesis space is large, it will generally be the case that \(p(E|\lnot {H}) \approx p(E)\), for most H’s, and hence the log-likelihood measure and log-ratio measure will have numerically similar outputs. Indeed, if the hypothesis space is parameterized by a continuous parameter, \(\Theta \), then, for every \(\theta \in \Theta \), we have \(l(\theta , E) = \log {\frac{Pr(E|\theta )}{Pr(E|\lnot {\theta })}} = \log {\frac{Pr(E|\theta )}{\int _{\Theta *}Pr(E|{{\theta })Pr(\theta )d\theta }}}\), where \(\Theta *\) is \(\Theta \) with \(\theta \) taken out. But removing a single point from the parameter space will not have any effect on the integral, so \({\int _{\Theta *}Pr(E|{{\theta })Pr(\theta )d\theta }} = \int _{\Theta }Pr(E|{{\theta })Pr(\theta )d\theta } = Pr(E)\). Therefore, \(l(\theta , E) = \log {\frac{Pr(E|\theta )}{Pr(E|\lnot {\theta })}} = \log {\frac{Pr(E|\theta )}{Pr(E)}} = lr(\theta , E)\), and so \(l(\theta , E)\) is actually identical to \(lr(\theta , E)\) when the hypothesis space is continuous. As far as I know, this fact has not been noted before. On the other hand, the fact that the Kemeny–Oppenheim measure and the log-likelihood measure are ordinally equivalent means that they will always agree on whether \(c(H, E) > c(H', E)\), but they will often strongly disagree on whether the difference between c(H, E) and \(c(H', E)\) is small, large, or trivial; their interval judgments are in other words quite different.


	Of course, many Bayesians want to argue for this stronger unconditional norm as well.


	Of course, philosophers often want to go further; they want to say, for example, that you ought to have the goal of avoiding sure losses or having accurate credences.


	Thanks to Branden Fitelson, Malcolm Forster, Elliott Sober, and Mike Titelbaum for reading a draft of this paper. Thanks also to the audience at a presentation of an earlier version at the 2014 pacific APA, in particular Brad Armendt, Kenny Easwaran, Sam Fletcher, and Greg Gandenberger. Finally, thanks to several anonymous reviewers at Synthese.
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